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Speed or position acquisition

MiniCODERs acquire rotational speed or position
Precise, reliable and efficient

High quality sensors are necessary for efficient control. The new 
generation of encoder kits leaves nothing to be desired. 

Modern machines feature high efficiency and versatility. A 
prerequisite for these aspects is optimal control. The reso-
lution and sampling rate are crucial for the digital proces-
sing of the signals. The more precise the values provided 
by the sensors, the more accurately the control system 
operates. In mechanical engineering and tool manufac-
ture, compact encoder kits undertake this task.

Proven worldwide — the MiniCODER 

Here the magnetic encoder kits from Lenord + Bauer can 
exploit their full potential. They are compact, precise and 
resilient. It is not without reason that our MiniCODERs are 
the world‘s most widely used speed sensors in high-speed 
spindles.

For almost 50 years, the name Lenord + Bauer has stood 
for the automation of industrial motion sequences. During 
every development and in every new solution, the empha-
sis for us is on customer satisfaction. This statement also 
applies to our new MiniCODER generation.

High requirements on suitable sensors

The new MiniCODERs are available as a speed sensor or 
position encoder. With the aid of a precise target wheel 
they supply either exact differential signals or absolute 
positions with high accuracy. 

Each measuring system comprises the scanning unit and 
a corresponding measuring scale. Here the measuring 
scale is mounted directly on the shaft. In this way the 
MiniCODERs do not need dedicated bearings and are main-
tenance-free and wear-free.

Your advantages at a glance

 � Precise  
MiniCODERs acquire rotational speeds 
up to more than 100,000 min-1 or pro-
vide positions with a resolution of up to 
17 bits. In this way you can ensure your 
machine is optimally controlled.

 � Reliable 
Oil, dust or water are ignored by the 
MiniCODERs, as are fluctuating tempera-
tures. In this way they ensure the high-
est machine availability.

 � Durable  
The MiniCODERs operate contactlessly 
and without moving parts, as a conse-
quence they are maintenance-free and 
wear-free. This aspect reduces the ope-
rating costs.
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MiniCODER family

MiniCODER family
Small, flexible and without bearings

Encoder kits for rotational speed and position acquisition

Market leader – the incremental MiniCODER

Due to the high measuring accuracy and their compact 
design, MiniCODERs are the world‘s most frequently used 
speed sensors in high-speed spindles on machine tools.

Over 500,000 units are in use in high-speed cutting, as 
well as in other applications. They are suitable for rotati-
onal speed and position acquisition in all highly dynamic 
applications.

Customer requirements implemented in new products

Manufacturers of machines and plants are innovative, 
technology-driven and are under constant price pressure. 
The clear focus is on intelligent networking of man, machi-
ne and workpieces. This is also the goal of „Industry 4.0“.

We have already implemented these multifaceted market 
requirements in our MiniCODER family.

The MiniCODER basic represents the economical entry-
level model for standard applications in mechanical engi-
neering.

The MiniCODER comfort is an encoder kit with proven 
technology that can be adapted to customer-specific 
requirements at any time.

The MiniCODER advanced were developed and manufac-
tured so they are tailored to the requirements of our custo-
mers.

The MiniCODER plus offers the straightforward program-
ming of various parameters using a unique testing and 
programming unit with WLAN communication. An opera-
ting hours counter for different speed ranges is integrated 
– evaluation and monitoring are convenient and easy.

The MiniCODER absolute is an innovative, absolute enco-
der kit for shaft diameters up to 500 mm.

Extremely compact, robust and reliable

The MiniCODERs exploit their full potential if the installati-
on situation requires a particularly compact, robust and re-
liable measuring system. At only 38 mm x 22 mm x 16 mm, 
the MiniCODER comfort, for example, is perfectly suited to 
tight installation situations. 

Without dedicated bearings, they are completely wear-free 
and maintenance-free. The optimised circuit and shielding 
technology as well as the fully encapsulated electronics 
ensure a reliable application even under the most difficult 
environmental conditions.

MiniCODER plusMiniCODER basic

MiniCODER comfort

MiniCODER absolute MiniCODER advanced
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Incremental acquisition of rotational speed

MiniCODER basic 
Precise and reliable basis 

Economic encoder kit for rotational speed detection

In some markets the deciding factors are purely economic. 
As market leader in the field of encoder kits, we face up 
to these special facts. Our answer is the MiniCODER basic. 
The market-optimised system works contactless and is ex-
tremely compact.

The MiniCODER basic provides reliable and precise square-
wave signals with TTL level. It is appropriate for target 
wheels with module 0.4 or 0.5. In addition, it evaluates 
signals of a reference gap.

Optionally, signals with factor 1, 2, 4 or 8 can be interpola-
ted. This is how you adapt the output signals to the control 
system.

The axial design can be mounted in virtually any position. 
Regardless whether the cable goes to the right, top left 
or through the bottom, the MiniCODER basic can do it all. 
This relieves your engineering and simplifies component 
management.

 � Economical 
Thanks to the market optimised concept, 
the system achieves excellent economic 
efficiency.

 � Practical 
Interpolation provides the right signal 
for many basic control systems.

 � Flexible 
The axial design ensures complete free-
dom during cable laying.

Technical data

MiniCODER basic

Supply voltage 5 V DC

Output signals square-wave signals  5 V (TTL)

Features interpolation factor 1, 2, 4, 8

Rotational speed range 0 to 30,000 min-1

Housing dimensions 38 x 22 x 16 mm

Protection class IP 68

Temperature range -20 °C to +100 °C

Measuring scale ferromagnetic target wheel with reference gap

Module 0.4 or 0.5
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Incremental acquisition of rotational speed

MiniCODER comfort 
Mature, proven technology

Successful encoder with extended features 

Equipped with familiar technology, the MiniCODER com-
fort offers the usual functionality. The contactless, proven 
system is available with various cable outlets and with two 
signal patterns.

You can choose between square-wave signals with TTL le-
vels or sinusoidal 1 Vpp differential signals. The MiniCODER 
comfort is suitable for target wheels with module 0.2 to 1. 
In addition, the encoder kits evaluate signals from refe-
rence marks such as a flag, tooth or groove.

The signals from the TTL encoders can be interpolated with 
factors from 1 to 20. As such perfect adaptation to a range 
of machine control systems is possible.

The sinusoidal encoders are available with amplitude re-
gulation. This feature significantly simplifies assembly, as 
mechanical re-adjustment is not required. These sensors 
permit safe actual value acquisition of rotational speeds 
and are labelled „Safety integrated“.

 � Proven 
More than 500,000 installed encoder 
kits are a testament to the reliable tech-
nology in the MiniCODER. 

 � Safe 
The „Safety integrated“ certificate docu-
ments the high level of safety in opera-
tion. 

 � Efficient 
Due to the quick, straightforward com-
missioning, you can optimise assembly 
costs and times. 

Technical data

MiniCODER comfort

Supply voltage 5 V DC

Output signals 5 V TTL (RS422) or Sin/Cos 1 Vss 

Features with amplitude regulation or interpolation

Rotational speed range 0 to 100,000 min-1

Housing dimensions 38 x 22 x 16 mm

Protection class IP 68

Temperature range -30 °C to  +85 °C

Measuring scale ferromagnetic target wheel with reference mark (tooth, flag or groove)

Module 0.2 / 0.3 / 0.32 / 0.4 / 0.5 / 0.6 / 1
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Incremental acquisition of rotational speed

MiniCODER advanced 
Tailor-made encoder kit

Customised according to your specifications, to fit your application

With the incremental MiniCODER we cover a wide range 
of applications. However, there are times when even the 
most flexible system is not enough. When your application 
requires more than a series product, we develop a specific 
solution.

For this reason, there are no limits to your ideas. Whether 
you require exotic cable outlets or unusual housings, we 
design the perfect product for you.

Electrical modifications are also possible at any time. To do 
so, we use our comprehensive technology kit.

We will be happy to advise you, and to create your very 
own MiniCODER advanced based on your specifications 
and ideas.

 � Tailor-made 
We adapt the MiniCODER advanced 
individually to your application.

 � Tested 
You will promptly receive the dimensi-
onal drawings and functional samples. 
This allows you to thoroughly test the 
MiniCODER. 

 � Quick 
Our modern logistics and production 
allows quick delivery of your product.

Technical data

MiniCODER advanced Application example

Supply voltage 5 V DC 5 V DC

Output signals 5 V TTL (RS422) or Sin/Cos 1 Vss Sin/Cos 1 Vss 

Features custom-specific adjustment of all  parameters with amplitude and offset regulation 

Rotational speed range up to  100,000 min-1 up to 15,000 min-1

Housing dimensions 38 x 22 x 16 mm 30 x 18 x 17,5 mm

Protection class IP 68 IP 68

Temperature range -30 °C to  +85 °C 0 to +70 °C

Measuring scale ferromagnetic target wheel with reference mark ferromagnetic target wheel with reference flag

Module depends on application 0.4
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Team player on the way to Industry 4.0
Checking signals and acquiring running times
Perfect interaction: MiniCODER plus, precision targes wheel and 
testing and programming unit 

Behind the „Industry 4.0“ project is the vision to make 
production even faster and more flexible. The focus here 
is on the intelligent networking of man, machine and work-
pieces. 

The analysis and evaluation of measured data and machi-
ne data is an important aspect for commissioning and ser-
vicing machines. It must be possible to read and evaluate 
the information quickly and easily. Modern display units 
with graphic user interfaces and straightforward operation 
form part of future machine concepts. 

This is also the vision of Lenord + Bauer. For this reason 
our engineers developed a programmable speed sensor 
with operating hours counter and a service tool that match 
perfectly.  

Irrespective of whether with tablet, notebook or smart-
phone, the trend-setting service tool communicates via 
WLAN with almost any device. All that is required is a com-
mon Internet browser. 

The testing and programming unit reads measured data 
and machine data stored in the encoder very quickly. In 
this way it is possible to evaluate straightforwardly all the 
encoder signals using tolerance windows in the advanced 
service tool. The target wheel is also checked quickly and 
easily. 

If necessary you can correct parameters and generate a 
report. You can conveniently transfer the report to your 
laptop, for example, via a WLAN or USB connection. This 
feature is simply advanced!
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Industry 4.0

WLAN

Your advantages at a glance:

 � Eases assembly  
Due to the fast evaluation of the measured signals, the interactive 
correction of the signals and the graphic evaluation, the analysis of 
the signals is extremely straightforward and quick.

 � Optimises maintenance and service work 
Diagnostics and parameter configuration on the programmable MiniCODER plus  
are undertaken in the installed state, e.g. without opening the spindle.  
This aspect is particularly convenient and efficient. 

 � Increases the reliability 
The automatic documentation and report generation as well as the analysis of the  
operating hours counter make machine loads transparent and reproducible.

Home

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

rpm Thresholds

1 Idleness 0 ... 10 rpm

 Delay 0 ms

 Hysteresis OFF 0 rpm

 Hysteresis ON 0 rpm

2  10 ... 100000 rpm

 Delay 5 ms

 Hysteresis OFF 5 rpm

 Hysteresis ON 50 rpm

3  10000 ... 20000 rpm

 Delay 10 ms

 Hysteresis OFF 100 rpm

 Hysteresis ON 60 rpm

4  20000 ... 30000 rpm

 Delay 15 ms

 Hysteresis OFF 100 rpm

 Hysteresis ON 70 rpm

New rpm Thresholds

10 20000 40000360003000010000

10 20000 40000360003000010000

5% 11% 7% 26% 33% 14% 3%

Operating times

 Home

Home

Area Time [h] Time [s]

Idleness 03:20:49 12049.2

 08:00:47 28847.6

 05:08:20 18500.0

 18:45:12 67512.7

 23:35:56 84956.4

 10:15:33 36933.1

Overspeed 02:08:07 7687.5 

Spin up counter 1184

Spin up time 11:21:36 40886.8

Total time 71:14:44 256486.5

1

5

2

3

4

7

6
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Industry 4.0

MiniCODER plus
Speed sensor with added value

Programmable encoder kit for modern machine tools

Reliability and efficiency characterise modern machines. 
Sustained trouble-free operation requires compliance with 
the technical load limits. Machine overload is often a point 
of dispute, particularly in case of premature wear.

Machine manufacturers need information that can be va-
lidated. The new MiniCODER plus addresses this require-
ment. As standard it acquires the operating hours in seven 
rotational speed ranges. As such it is possible to determine 
quickly the operating behaviour of the machine.

Commissioning also offers significant advantages. 
MiniCODERs can be programmed and tested with the aid 
of a Plug-Interface – without the need to open the moun-
ting area e.g. the spindle. As such diagnostics and main-
tenance can be undertaken at any time, and they reduce 
your quality costs.

The MiniCODER plus provides sinusoidal difference signals 
of 1 Vpp. Due to the stepped design, the signal pattern and 
the additional functionality, it is downwardly compatible 
with all previous versions. You can convert your machine to 
the MiniCODER plus without design effort.

 � Programmable 
The Plug-Interface makes it easier to 
change the settings and undertake dia-
gnostics; this feature reduces the quality 
costs.

 � Robust 
The MiniCODER plus is tolerant of me-
chanical and electrical interference; this 
feature ensures trouble-free operation.

 � Data available at any time 
The integrated operating hours counter 
makes the load on the machine transpa-
rent. As a result, maintenance intervals 
can be planned.

Technical data

MiniCODER plus

Supply voltage 5 V DC

Output signals Sin/Cos 1 Vss

Features programmable, with operating hours counter,

diagnosis with testing and programming device

Rotational speed range 0 to 100,000 min-1

Housing dimensions 38 x 22 x 16 mm

Protection class IP 68

Temperature range 0 °C to +85 °C

Measuring scale ferromagnetic target wheel with reference mark (tooth, flag or groove)

Module 0.3 or 0.5
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Industry 4.0

Testing and programming unit
Checking MiniCODER conveniently via WLAN

Checking the function of sinusoidinal encoders  
without opening the spindle

The device measures and compares the sine/cosine and 
reference signals on the individual tracks. Values such as 
amplitude, offset, width, phase position and zero position 
are output by the device to any display device that sup-
ports WLAN. The result is a comprehensive picture of the 
MiniCODER connected.

The encoder kit forms a unit with the target wheel. High 
measuring accuracies are only achieved by the system if 
the tooth wheel is precise and in good condition. To check 
this aspect, the testing and programming unit also analy-
ses the measuring scale. In this way changes are reliably 
detected. 

The quality of the output signals can be retrieved at any 
time via the WLAN connection. Here individual tolerance 
limits can be defined for different spindles. Spindle ma-
nufacturers need verifiable information on the operating 
behaviour of the machine. The integrated rotational speed 
monitoring provides this information. 

 � Straightforward data analysis with  
recording and report generation

 � Configuration and complete diagnostics 
on the MiniCODER plus 

 � Analysis, comparison and report on the 
data in just one minute

 � Universal WLAN connection 
independent of the operating system on 
the display device (tablet, PC etc.)

 � Can be checked flexibly with individual 
tolerances

Overview of functions

Function  MiniCODER comfort  MiniCODER plus

Analysis of SINE/COSINE difference signals

Analysis of reference signal N

Interactive analysis of target wheel

Configuration and setting

Speed monitoring

Spindle number memory
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Precision target wheels
Tailor-made and highly accurate
Precisely manufactured and individually adapted to your needs

For the acquisition of rotary movements, rotational speed 
and position sensors form a unit together with target 
wheels. To obtain optimal output signals, target wheels 
must be manufactured with high precision for this applica-
tion. Only in this way can the output signals from the sen-
sors be generated with the necessary quality. 

For high-speed spindles in machine tools that operate at 
up to 100,000 revolutions per minute, we manufacture 
precision target wheels with an H5 internal fit, an axial run-
out tolerance of 0.005 mm, as well as a tolerance on the 
radial run-out of the teeth of 0.01 mm. The quality of the 
teeth is AAA and corresponds to Q7. 

High precision standard target wheels made of ferroma-
gnetic steel with the reference marks: flag, tooth, groove 
or gap are available ex-works on short delivery times. They 
are suitable for attachment to shafts with a diameter from 
8 mm to over 500 mm. 

Size, inside diameter and design of the target wheel define 
the strength and the maximum permitted rotational speed. 
In your enquiry please state the maximum rotational speed 
at which the target wheel is to be used. We will then evalu-
ate the application and undertake a calculation using FEM 
in special cases.
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The perfect unit: precision target wheel and MiniCODER

 � Precise target wheel matched to your MiniCODER with individual inside diameter

 � Quicker, more straightforward installation due to complete manufacture with bores, 
threads, feather keyways etc. 

 � High flexibility in assembly

 � Optimal prevention of twisting in relation to the shaft possible using feather keyway

 � The target wheel can also be used as a bearing cover or shaft nut 

Technical data

Target wheel for MiniCODER basic Target wheel for MiniCODER  comfort / plus

Maximum outside diameter 513 mm 1000 mm 

Module 0.4 / 0.5 0.2 to 3.0 according to customer specification

Teeth Involute gear teeth Involute gear teeth / other upon request

Number of teeth 25 to 1024 according to customer specification

Material ferromagnetic steel (16MnCr5) ferromagnetic steel / other on request

Maximum rotational speed depends on diameter and reference mark depends on diameter and reference mark

Reference mark gap tooth, groove or flag
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Absolute encoder kit 

Absolute encoder kits for modern motors
Adapting straightforwardly to the diameter of the drive

High performance is required

For years there has been a trend in many sectors of in-
dustry to torque motors and high performance drives. Im-
proved dynamic performance and precision, low wear and 
the compact design are the main reasons for this develop-
ment. 

Such drives are primarily used in harsh industrial environ-
ments – an ideal application area for magnetic sensors.

Often rotary encoders with dedicated bearings measure the 
absolute position. The adaptation of the encoder shaft, for 
example, to the large diameter of the hollow shaft drives 
takes up valuable resources during design. Any change 
requires comprehensive calculations or technical checks.  

The large amount of heat produced by the direct drives also 
places high requirements on the rotary encoder’s bear-
ings. This situation results in increased application effort.

Saving valuable resources

Particularly in times of high levels of competition and rapid 
product changes this increased effort is a significant disad-
vantage. It takes up valuable resources.

You can save this effort. As Lenord + Bauer has transferred 
the successful concept of the incremental encoder kit to 
absolute measuring systems. As such our new MiniCODER 
absolute does not require dedicated bearings. 

The measuring unit comprises a magnetic absolute single 
turn encoder kit and a ferromagnetic measuring scale. This 
scale can be flexibly adapted to the diameter of the drive 
shaft – very straightforward!

Advanced technology with proven concept

The contactless position sensor impresses due to its com-
pact, bearing-less design. It covers a wide range of shafts. 
After all the radius of the measuring scale is of lesser im-
portance for the sensors. 

Given careful design with precise mechanical manufacture, 
the system achieves a high accuracy of up to 18 bits. 

A novelty in sensor technology 

The absolute position of the encoder system is calculated 
via a vernier evaluation. We have used this principle suc-
cessfully in our absolute rotary encoders for years. This 
evaluation is based on a two-track measuring scale. 

The two tracks have a different number of teeth or pulses. 
Giant magneto-resistive (GMR) sensors scan these two 
tracks contactlessly and provide corresponding sinusoidal 
signals.

The signals generated are evaluated in a specially devel-
oped ASIC. This configuration permits almost stepless 
design of the measuring scale. The number of teeth on 
each track defines the resolution measured. The absolute 
encoder kit system from Lenord + Bauer is small, flexible, 
scalable and cost-effective. 
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Absolute encoder kit

Your advantages at a glance

 � Contactless 
The magnetic position acquisition is 
contactless, this makes the MiniCODER 
absolute extremely durable and reduces 
the operating costs.

 � Scalable 
One sensor can be used for different 
size measuring scales. These scales are 
flexibly adapted to the diameter. This 
feature saves development costs and 
simplifies component management.

 �  Magnetic 
Oil, dust or dirt do not affect the ma-
gnetic measuring system. In this way 
the robust MiniCODER ensures reliable 
operation.

 � Wear-free 
The bearing-less MiniCODER is inde-
structible. As it does not contain any 
moving parts, it does not require any 
maintenance

Absolute
(position)

Incremental
(speed)

Target wheel

Measuring
scale

Encoder kit

A  /  B

Serial protocoll
MSB LSB

GMR

GMR

n periods

n-1 periods

magnet

ASIC

Vernier
evaluation

Concept and layout of the absolute encoder kit system
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Absolute encoder kit 

MiniCODER absolute 
Revolutionary position detection

The new encoder kit acquires the absolute rotor position precisely 
and can be flexibly adapted to any drive.

Absolute encoder kits are ideally suited to the acquisition 
and feedback of the absolute rotor position to the motor 
control system. With the new MiniCODER, Lenord + Bauer 
is setting standards in absolute magnetic kit measuring 
systems. 

The design without bearings is extremely long-lived and 
acquires the absolute position at rotational speeds up 
to 20,000 min-1. As such the new encoder kit can also be 
used in highly dynamic drives. Dust, humidity and oil do 
not affect the magnetic measuring system. This feature 
makes the MiniCODER a specialist for harsh industrial en-
vironments.

Due to the modular construction the system covers a wide 
range of shaft diameters, which significantly simplifies ad-
aptation to the motor.

The MiniCODER provides unambiguous position values at 
any angular position via an SSI or BISS interface. There is 
also an incremental signal for the rotational speed meas-
urement. The absolute position is available immediately 
after switch on, which makes a reference search routines 
unnecessary. Furthermore, the encoder kit undertakes a 
self-calibration; in this way the measuring system is also 
robust in relation to mechanical tolerances.  

 � Resolution up to 17-bit single turn

 � SSI or BISS interface

 � Robust to mechanical tolerances

 � Developed for use in harsh environmen-
tal conditions

 � No effect on the measuring system due 
to magnetic brakes or motor winding

Technical data

MiniCODER absolute (single turn)

Resolution per revolution 8 to 17 bits 

Absolute accuracy 0.1°

Incremental output pulses per turn Can be defined according to customer specifications

Rotational speed measuring range 0 to 20,000 min-1

Housing dimension 52 x 22 x 16 mm

Protection class IP 68

Temperature range -40 to +105 °C

Supply voltage 10 to 30 V DC

Interfaces Absolute: SSI, BISS,

Incremental output: A / A / B / B 
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Two-track target wheels 
Adapted flexibly and without effort 

Two-track target wheels with shaft diameters from 20 to 500 mm 
manufactured reliably and with high accuracy.

The flexibility of the encoder system permits rapid adapta-
tion to changing operating conditions, and that with little 
effort. Without major printed circuit board modifications or 
high initial effort, the encoder system can be integrated 
into the required application by adapting the measuring 
scale. The robust target wheel made of ferromagnetic steel 
is mounted directly on the drive shaft without an integrat-
ed bearing. 

As standard the new GMR sensors evaluate target wheels 
with modules 1 and 2. However, larger modules are also 
not a problem for the new system. They also deliver inter-
polated signals with high accuracy in case of an extended 
length tooth period. This feature makes the overall system 
particularly flexible.  

Due to the modular construction of the system, one sensor 
can be used for different target wheel sizes. Shaft diam-
eters from 20 mm to 500  mm can be realised. The inside 
diameter can be varied for the same outside diameter of 
the measuring scale. Particularly for manufacturers of 
customer-specific drives, component management is sig-
nificantly simplified. 

 � Long periods permit a larger air gap and 
deliver signals of high quality

 � Flexible dimensioning of the target 
wheel in relation to inside diameter, out-
side diameter and number of teeth

 � Optimised component management, one 
sensor for several target wheel sizes 

 � Easy installation / commissioning

Absolute encoder kit

Technical data

Target wheel for MiniCODER absolute

Shaft diameter 20 to 500 mm

Module 1; 2 (further modules upon request)

Teeth Involute gear teeth

Air gap 0.4 mm for module 1 / 0.7 mm for module 2

Material Ferromagnetic steel

Maximum rotational speed 20,000 min-1
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Complete systems

100% tested and ready to use 
for all-round certainty

Complete systems – quickly assembled and reliable in operation!

„Plug and Play“ is today not only a matter of course in 
computer networks. Vehicle manufacturers, machine and 
plant manufacturers have also discovered the advantages 
of completely ready to use products. Increasingly they are 
using components that they can quickly and straightfor-
wardly integrate into their systems. 

Your added value – our product with cable and connector

The fabrication of cables and connectors forms part of our 
core business. Hundreds of completely ready to use pro-
ducts leave our factory every day. From the simple con-
nection cable to the complex hybrid cable, we combine a 
very wide range of connectors and connection cables in our 
products.  

Irrespective of whether you need an unusual cable, special 
protective features are required, or you use a particular 
connector, we equip your product correspondingly. 

As a manufacturer of sensor and drive solutions we under-
take 100% testing of our devices with cables and connec-
tors in final test and therefore ensure reliable operation. 
During this process, e.g. as on the MiniCODER, the sensor 
system is tested using a rotating target wheel. The test re-
sults are saved in a database after each test and are the-
refore available years later.  We deliver your product com-
pletely ready to use and tested. Just as you want it.

Complete systems – sensor and target wheel

For more than 20 years we have supplied our customers 
with complete systems comprising a sensor, including rea-
dy to use cable and connector, as well as a target wheel. An 
invaluable advantage for our customers, as they receive a 
complete system in which the individual components are 
one hundred-percent matched to each other and tested. 

Our experience – your benefit

For almost 50 years, the name Lenord + Bauer has stood 
for the automation of industrial motion sequences. We de-
velop, produce and market highly integrated sensor and 
drive systems. As a specialist for customer-specific pro-
ducts we manufacture individual systems in batches from 
small quantities to thousands of pieces per year. 

Our cable fabrication shop is equipped with the latest ma-
chinery so that we can flexibly implement customer wis-
hes.
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Service

Comprehensive service is our added value
Increasing efficiency during assembly and commissioning

 
The high availability of the machine is a crucial factor for 
your customers. To ensure this availability and at the same 
time to operate effectively, every action in manufacture 
and maintenance must be correct. 

As we know from our own experience – well-trained staff 
are the best foundation. For this reason we offer com-
prehensive product and application training courses. We 
train, for example, your service technicians on handling 
and commissioning our MiniCODER. Over the long term 
you increase productivity as a result.

 � Competent maintenance 
We train your employees technically, 
in this way the commissioning of the 
MiniCODER is child’s play!  

 � Optimal assembly 
By means of specific assembly training 
we reduce your assembly and mainte-
nance costs!

 � Specific procurement  
The selection of the perfect sensor  
requires detailed technical knowledge, 
we support your procurement during 
this task!

 
Your contacts at Lenord + Bauer 

For new developments and/or further developments you 
will find the right contact for your projects in Lenord + Bauer. 
We offer you our know-how and our support.

Technical Support +49 208 9963 - 215

Do you have technical questions about our MiniCODER  
or do you need help with commissioning? Our competent 
support staff in the office will be happy to offer you advice 
and practical help. 

support@lenord.de

Customer Service Center +49 208 9963 - 216

You need the products urgently, or have questions on de-
livery conditions, repairs or status of a current order? Our 
Customer Service Center will be happy to assist you with 
commercial queries!

kundencenter@lenord.de

 

Call Center +49 208 9963 - 0

Are you looking for a competent contact person or the 
relevant employee for your topic in our company? Our 
call center will be happy to assist you!

info@lenord.de



Lenord, Bauer & Co. GmbH

Dohlenstraße 32, 46145 Oberhausen, Germany

Tel. +49 (0)208 9963-0   Fax +49 (0)208 676292

info@lenord.de   www.lenord.com

A company in the LENORD + BAUER corporate group
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